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 msr206 wrote: > on Thu, 22 Mar 2002 13:16:00 -0500, J. K. Lenstra wrote: > > > > Here's what I'd like to do: > > I want to be
able to generate messages which are played back in > > Internet Explorer. However, these messages should not appear as > >
separate objects in the Object Model. Instead, they should be > > converted to the objects returned by the GETUSERDATA

method. > > So far, I have got a limited workaround: I use this trick to insert > > elements into the DOM, and then I parse them
to find out what > > actually goes on in the user data storage. > > Is this something that should be done? > > Currently, I am

running inside of an iframe. > > I don't see why this should be done, of course. There is no reason why > you should not
implement a proper standard player that does use IFEAML, > etc. > The reason why I don't want a generic Object Document

model is because > the above situation gives rise to annoying annoyances. > For example, there's this "should not appear" above.
> I think we should provide a mechanism to have a generic object model > object that would include GETUSERDATA,

regardless of whether it is > played in IE or elsewhere. > I don't know how to do this. Can you help me? I think the way to do
this is to provide the ability to specify the data and format in a standard way that is supported by any browser, and then provide
a renderer that uses the appropriate data. This would be similar to how the IE renderer works today, but no longer have to work

around the limitations in older browsers. The renderer would also have the ability to provide a generic object model, or IE's
object model. The other question is whether or not you'd like the ability to allow third parties to create renderers and object

models. That might be preferable to having a single one controlled by mozilla. I'd be willing to support that if it meant we could
eliminate the limitations of the object model in other browsers. -- Kevin 82157476af
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